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Something has really interested me. If one of our posters (Chris?) is correct and Savile was not there for the last TOTP
but pre-recorded his links (as he was too frail), it chimes with something that happened to me.


We discovered before my trial that one of my false accusers, who had given a detailed account of my accosting him
before the screening of the first Entertainment USA show and had asked him to get his family to ring the BBC and rave
about it if they enjoyed it, would have been 16 and not 14.


The Judge threw out his fake claims but we also found that the police had approached the BBC, discovered the real
transmission dates and had not mentioned this - hoping we'd not notice.


Now I wonder - did the police fail to discover Savile's lack of presence at the BBC for the last TOTP, is our poster wrong
or - God forbid - did they also find out the truth and pretend not to know, publishing the fake claims?


If so, and if the rest of the Yewtree report is likewise riddled with inaccuracies, can those who compiled it be prosecuted
for Perverting the Course of Justice?


It depends, I suppose, on definition of Justice. I'd say promoting a false damage of reputation in order to seem efficient
(police) or to get a good story (media) could well be criminal activity. Especially if it diverted funds from noble causes like
setting up heart clinics in hospitals to save lives.


Of course, police would be allowed to defend themselves in court by providing evidence that Savile spent "every waking
minute" chasing children instead of raising cash for good causes. And victims would be allowed to present PROOF they
had been assaulted.


And if those victims (as opposed to the hundreds dying because of the lack of hospital facilities due to cash frozen to
give to greedy claimants) could prove without doubt to a jury, they would be entitled to reward. If they couldn't, they and
the police assisting their perversion of the course of justice, would serve long prison sentences.


It's called JUSTICE.
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